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This is 
how you 

take part!

There are lots of di�erent animals 
here waiting to be coloured. So 
grab your coloured pencils and 
have a go – the brighter the better! 
Have fun!
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What is World Kids Colouring Day?
World Kids Colouring Day is a colouring competition that takes place all 
around the world in which children send in brightly coloured pictures based on 
fresh topics every year. Having fun colouring is most important of all. But apart 
from that, every picture entered helps children in need and every year there 
are some great prizes to be won. This time it’s all about the fascinating world 
of animals. Embark on an exciting journey on land, in the water and in the 
air – and in doing so discover some curious-looking creatures, extraordinary 
fishes and enormous birds.
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There are lots of ways in which you can take part in World Kids 
Colouring Day! You can enter singly or as part of a group compet-
ition entry with your nursery, pre-school or primary school class. 
This booklet is full of funny animals where you can get creative, 
drawing and colouring your best animal pictures!  

To take part in STAEDTLER UK World Kids Colouring Day competition, all 

you have to do is upload any drawings your children have done to our 

World Kids Colouring Day Facebook post. The winner will be announced 

on Monday 30th May. The prize - a HUGE supply of STAEDTLER goodies! 
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How many different animals make 
up this funny creature?

Write down the names of the animals and then check on 
Page 10 to see if you got them all right.

 

How many caterpillars 
are feeding here? 

On land … who lives in fields, woods and meadows?

Animal skin patterns
Colour in the animals with the 
correct pattern! 

Wild animal quiz
Which animal runs the fastest?
A Greyhound
B Leopard
C Elephant

What height can a giraffe grow to?
A 4 metres
B 6 metres
C 10 metres 

What’s the name of the most poisonous snake in 
the world?
A Grass snake
B Snake charmer 
C Inland taipan

Is there an animal called centipede? 
YES   NO

Which of these is really a kind of bear?
A Polo bear
B Snow bear  
C Sloth bear

Solutions on Page 10.

 

Ants
These fascinating creatures are 
to be found not just on your own 
doorstep but nearly all over the 
world. They are members of the 
insect family and live in large 
groups we call ant colonies. Al-
though most ants are only a few 
millimetres in size they can carry 
using their teeth many times 
their own body weight. 

Monkeys are champion climbers
Why is that? Monkeys have long thumbs and toes 
which are also very flexible. This means they can 
hold on with their legs as well as their arms and 
move hand over hand from branch to branch. Small 
primates such as the capuchin monkey are of course 
more agile than orangutans or gorillas. But even 
those heavy weights are excellent climbers.  

Here goes!
Which way leads to the middle of 
the anthill? Draw it in!
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You will need:
• Gold or silver foil
• Coloured crafting card
• Glass and pencil
• Scissors and glue
• Goggle eyes
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Largest aquatic animal 
With a length up to 33 metres and 

weight of up to 200 tons the blue 
whale is the largest and heaviest 

animal that ever lived on earth. 
Sadly, during the 20th century 
this giant of the wild has been 
all but eradicated by human 
activity. There are estimated to 

be now only a few thousand blue 
whales living in the world’s oceans. 

It’s important to know: like all other 
whales the blue whale is not a fish, it’s a mammal!

Water quiz
Which is the largest fish in the world?A Blue whale  

B White shark
C Whale shark

What do coral reefs offer other forms of  marine life?  
A Shelter  
B Warmth 
C Shade

What is this?
A Sea Caterpillar
B Sea worm
C Sea cucumber

Are there any jelly fish that can dive to a  depth of several thousand metres?  YES   NO

How many tentacles has an octopus?A 8
B 10
C 12

Solutions on Page 10.
 

The most beautiful fish
The Siamese fighting fish found mostly 

in the seas of Thailand and Cambo-
dia is one of the most beautiful 

creatures living in water. In 
its original form it is mostly 
reddish or brown but there 
are specially bred kinds in 
every colour you can imagine. 

Its flared fins are particularly 
striking. 

Colour 
us in!

D

on
e!

Little hat fish

The name of this fish comes from its square body shape that looks like a box. The shape has a special purpose: The corner bone plates protect the boxfish from injury. 

BOXFISH

With the stonefish the name says it all: well 

disguised amongst the stones and rocks, it lurks 

on the seabed waiting for its tiny prey and simply 

sucks them into its upturned mouth. Some types 

of stonefish are counted among the most poison-

ous fish on earth.

STONEFISH

GLOBEFISH
The globe fish family includes many different 
species and because of its round shape it is 
slow but it’s also very agile. It can even swim 
backwards. 

In water … who lives in the sea?
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1
2 Flying in the dark

You will have heard of Batman. And you’ll also 
know the bats themselves have a very special 
ability. Helped by high ultrasonic waves bats can 
find their way around in the dark very easily. It’s 
a little like the echo you hear in the mountains: 
by means of the echoing sound bats don’t just 
know that there is something there but also what 
that something is.  But bats are not birds, they 
are mammals. 

Draw and 
colour in 
the missing 
birds – there 
should be five 
altogether! 

Butterflies
You’ll find an incredible number of 
different types of butterflies right 
across the world. Depending on 
the type they can be just a few 
millimetres in size, right up to 30 
centimetres. People have always 
been fascinated by the lustrous 
patterns on their wings. 

In the air … who do we see flying overhead?

Albatros and condor
The albatros looks a little bit like a seagull. But it is a lot bigger and unlike seagulls 
it’s nearly always seen in the air. The wingspan of the wandering albatross can be 
as wide as 3.8 metres. The other bird whose wingspan (up to 3.2 metres) comes 
anywhere near is that of the condor which is mainly found in South America. Helped 
by rising air in the mountains, the Andean condor can fly to heights of up to 7,000 
metres.

Complete the picture by joining up the numbered 
dots in the right order. Then colour in the scene! 

Draw and colour 
lots of flowers 
for the bees in the 
meadow!

Bees 
Bees play an important part in 
nature. But not just because they 
make honey. These small buzzing 
insects pollinate two-thirds of 
the plants that feed the many 
animals on this earth and these 
animals would not be able to 
survive without the work that 
bees do.
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Spot the eight di�erences!

Which animal is hidden here?

Which shadow belongs to the cat?

Solutions from Page 5: B, B, C, YES, C / guinea pig, rabbit, zebra, antelope, cheetah, tiger
Solutions from Page 7: C, A, C, YES (deep-sea jellyfish), B • Solution above: Cat 3.

Take a careful look at both pictures and try to discover the di�erences. 

When Marsy lights the cat with her torch it creates a shadow. Which one of the four is it?

Do the sums and then colour in the shapes in the correct colour. Then you’ll see which animal is hiding here. 

In 2015 STAEDTLER rallied 
the world to international World Kids 

Colouring Day – and for the eighth time 
no less! Whether flying high above the clouds,  

diving through the deepest oceans or out playing in the 
fields – kids’ dream worlds know no bounds and are hard 

to grasp. This is why the topic for that year was “colourful 
dreams” and right across the world, kids were challenged to 
take part in World Kids Colouring Day by putting down on 
paper their brightest and most creative dreams. And at the 
same time these young artists were able to help children in 
need: through their engagement across the world dona-

tions were collected to benefit aid projects. World Kids 
Colouring Day attracted immense commitment 

internationally. In Germany there were two 
special actions on the 8th World Kids 

Colouring Day.
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On the occasion of the eighth World Kids Colour-
ing Day on May 6, 2015, STAEDTLER provided the 
SOS Kinderdorf e.V. with colourful creative parcels, 
a total of 10,000 euros in value – how those kids 
eyes lit up! STAEDTLER distributed 20 creative 
parcels to SOS Kinderdorf establishments across 
Germany. These parcels were filled with coloured 
pencils and felt-tip pens, FIMO modelling clay and 
lots of other STAEDTLER products.

In the home town of the company a wonderful ac-
tivity took place on World Kids Colouring Day. At 
the STAEDTLER flagship store, in the heart of the 
old part of Nuremberg, kids had a great time at 
a brightly colourful “creative station” where they 
created works of art for the good cause.

1.

2.

3. 4.

Animal puzzle page World Kids Colouring Day - looking back at 2015
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mix & match

Knead – Harden – play
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